Land of Lost Knowledge: An Initial Investigation into Projects Lost Knowledge
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Abstract—Background: Software development teams adopt various communication tools to support coordination and team interaction during the software development process. Among many other communication channels, developers’ use instant messaging to discuss ideas, decisions and other project related issues with team members. Due to the informal nature of instant messaging, many of these discussions and decisions are lost. This situation could be even more critical in startups and other software companies that rely more heavily on instant messages or other informal communication channels.

Aims: This work investigates the effectiveness of using a semi-automatic approach for identifying, extracting, and determining a project’s lost knowledge that was discussed using unstructured communication tools such as instant message.

Methodology: We employed data-mining techniques to automatically retrieve discussions from instant message logs and showed them to the project managers to identify lost knowledge from two startup companies.

Results: Our results demonstrate that the data-mining technique was capable of retrieving sentences with relevant issues discussion; reaching a precision of 75% at the first 10 relevant sentences evaluated. Moreover, the qualitative analysis conducted involving project managers shows an association of retrieved sentences with the project’s lost knowledge.

Conclusion: Our findings indicate that automated approaches can be used to identify such lost knowledge in software development projects. Follow-up interviews revealed the interest of PMs in adopting such automated tools in other projects.

Index Terms—Communication Tools, Software Knowledge, Data Mining, Empirical Study

I. INTRODUCTION

Software development teams adopt various communication channels [1]–[4] to support the collaborative development model and coordinate tasks. Not only distributed but also collocated software teams use these channels. Researchers have investigated the artifacts generated through using these channels such as bug report descriptions, source code linguistic data, requirements documents, mailing lists content, and chat messages [1]–[5]. However, recent studies show that software development teams are increasingly using social media for communication purposes [6] instead of using the traditional communication channels. Alkadhi et al. [1] found that chat messages have replaced emails in some development teams.

When teams use informal channels such as instant messaging (IM) for communication, relevant discussions pertaining to the software development and management resides in IM log files. According to Alkadin et al. [1], [2] IM log files are rich source of information and can help in identifying important issues. Along with many other things, these log files contain crucial decisions, design discussions, and issues related to the project that may not be preserved and implemented midst of various discussions happening among the team members.

Startups need to rapidly evolve and adapt to an uncertain market. Due to such dynamic nature it may not be always possible for startups to rely on traditional communication channels [7], [8]. Hence, startups rely more heavily on IM tools for facilitating interaction between team members. Since projects lose knowledge (from here on we will refer this as Project’s Lost Knowledge (PLK)) even when using established communication mechanisms [9], [10], it’s more likely that startups relying on IM would lose even more. Moreover, startups should be more affected by PLK compared to established companies, since forgetting about an important feature or a crucial design decision can lead to a failed software or even a failed company in the worst case. However, to the best of our knowledge, no prior research investigated how prevalent PLK is in startups, nor what are the impacts of PLK for startups.

We aim to close this gap through a mix of automatic and manual analysis of the communication of development teams from two software startup companies. We start by using a ranking algorithm to retrieve relevant information from IM logs. Then we conduct a study involving the project managers to identify the PLK. We also follow up by contacting the
managers to understand what were their perceptions regarding the lost knowledge.

The goal of this study is to investigate whether and how we can identify PLK from IM logs effectively. Specifically, this study aims at answering the following research questions:

- **RQ 1**: Can we extract relevant discussion from developers IM logs using automated techniques?
- **RQ 2**: Can we identify PLK from the relevant discussions by interviewing project managers?

II. RELATED WORK

A. Software Project Repositories: Data and Knowledge

Software development process produces different data sources resulted from the teams’ daily interaction and evolutionary changes to software artifacts [11]. Chen et al. [11] classifies these sources into structured and unstructured. Structured sources have a known form, such as source code parse trees, execution logs and traces, mailing list metadata and chat log metadata. The unstructured sources mostly use natural language text such as: bug report descriptions, source code linguistic data, requirements documents, mailing lists content, and chat messages. Researchers have investigated both structured and unstructured sources. Instant messages (IM) tools are used for quick questions and clarifications, scheduling or coordination team’ activities, and, social purposes, however the main purpose of workplace IM is to discuss work [12].

While analyzing different communication mechanisms, researchers found that knowledge is lost in projects. Soria and Hoek [9] found that not all of the knowledge generated during design meetings are captured because spoken knowledge evaporates. Burge and Brown [10] found that design rationale decisions are usually not captured and are therefore lost. They proposed an Eclipse plug-in that integrates the rationale with architectural decision lost knowledge. They emphasize that architectural decisions are often not documented but reside in the architects mind as tacit knowledge. Kleebaum et al. [14] aim to support developers’ tasks using summarization techniques to promote capture and use of decision knowledge into developers’ daily work. Codoban and Ragavan [15] found that developers frequently refer to software history to gain knowledge. They propose a software history model that gives identity to Version Control System data history.

Bavota [16] highlighted the growth of unstructured data and describes the application of Mining Unstructured Data (MUD) in software engineering. They discuss three techniques for MUD, unstructured data repositories available for mining, and potential applications of MUD in software engineering. Alkadhi et al. [2] investigated the use of content analysis and machine learning techniques for extracting rationale from chat messages. Viviani et al. [3] used design-related keywords to automatically extract design information from pull request discussions. Francois et al. [4] proposed a Knowledge Trace Retrieval (KTR) system to retrieve elements of problem solving and design rationale from business emails.

Our goal is to identify PLK from IM logs. To the best of our knowledge no prior study tried to use a mix of automated and semi-automated techniques to extract relevant sentences from the developer’s IM in order to identify the PLK.

B. Ranking Algorithms

Ranking algorithms are used for automatically sorting objects according to their relevance. Gambhir and Gupta [17] found that many Information Retrieval (IR) problems such as text summarization are by nature ranking problems. We use a generic text summary technique to automatically identify and extract PLK from developers’ chat message. Position-based measures, such as Precision@k and Mean reciprocal rank (MRR), are used to evaluate the performance of ranking models [18]. Precision is the probability that a retrieved sentence is relevant. Precision@k (P@k) is the fraction of relevant results out of the first k returned [19]. It captures the ranking quality for applications where only the first k results matters. MRR measure denotes the rank position of the first relevant document, if all relevant documents are at the top of the ranked list the MRR value is 1 [18].

III. METHODOLOGY

In this work, we investigate developers’ IM logs collected from two different software startups. Figure 1 shows the overall process conducted in order to enable the PLK identification. We describe the data collection method and the phases of the applied research method to determine the PLK.

A. Data Collection

We collected and analyzed the IM log of two different development teams: Team A and Team B, from two startups companies. Though both teams were colocated, team members had different work times. Both teams used IM tool to support the software development process and some management activities. We chose to analyze one project for each team. We selected projects that had delivered a current operational version of a software that the startup companies want to evolve. Therefore, the companies wanted to check for any lost knowledge in these projects.
Team A is composed of 5 members: 1 business manager, 1 project manager, 2 developers, and 1 tester. Team A is specialized in the development of crowd interaction through technology for entertainment purposes. They dealt with incomplete and evolving requirements. The team’s interaction was conducted through in-person meetings and IM tools. We collected Team A’s IM log ranging from November 17, 2017 to October 18, 2018. 104 days and 3,325 messages in total were analyzed. In this period, the team was engaged in a project for enabling crowd interaction through mobile devices for a nationwide folklore festival. This team works for a two-years software startup, composed of eight employees. The team used evolutionary prototypes lifecycle to develop the system and adopted Swift and Iconic as programming languages.

Team B is composed of 6 members: 1 projects owner, 2 scrum master, 1 interface designer, 2 developers, and 1 tester. Team B works on developing general software solutions for other companies. In the analyzed project, the team was engaged in a project related to an e-commerce mobile application. For this project, Team B was collocated, except for one of the developers. The team used IM tool for communication, discuss the software designs, and for scheduling meetings. Team B also used a Kanban board and some documentation, such as prototypes. We collected IM log ranging from March 4, 2016 to November 29, 2018. 285 days of conversation and 5,256 exchanged messages in total were analyzed. This team works for a five-years software startup company, composed of nine employees, adopting Scrum as a software development process and Java as the programming language.

B. Semi-automated Approach for relevant sentence identification

To answer the RQ 1- Can we extract relevant discussion from developers IM log using automated techniques? - we applied text summarization algorithm on the collected IM log files. Applying text summarization algorithm in natural language requires data pre-processing in order to optimize the algorithms execution [4], [17], [20]. We conducted the following pre-processing steps: Splitting the entire chat log into individual sentences, removing stopwords, non-alphabetic data, and administrative messages sent by the chat message tool. The text summarization algorithm used is based on term relevance measured using Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) [21]. \(TF \times IDF\) measure is used to compute the relevance score of each sentence with the whole document [4], [20]. We used \(TF \times IDF\) to retrieve relevant sentences that could be associated with the PLK.

The text summarization algorithm provided a ranked list of important discussion by the development team. This ranking was calculated based on the relevance score of 1,726 different sentences (845 sentences from Team A, 881 sentences from Team B). A total of 240 relevant sentences were identified and extracted, as shown in Table I. In order to measure the effectiveness of text summarization algorithm, we asked project managers from each project to classify the relevance of the 20-top sentences in their respective project. The ranking algorithm was evaluated using \(Precision@k(P@k)\) [19] and MRR [18] measures. In order to measure the precision value of the 3-top, 5-top and 10-top results, we calculated the \(P@3\), \(P@5\) and \(P@10\) values.

C. Semi-automated Approach for PLK determination

To answer the RQ 2: Can we identify PLK from the relevant discussions by interviewing project managers? - we need to determine if relevant sentences can be associated with PLK. This step introduces some unique challenges: 1. It requires semantic analysis of the data; 2. It requires prior knowledge about the project; and, 3. It involves human judgment, given that the concept of relevance depends on the evaluators’ perspective, role and maturity. So the project managers evaluated the results from the semi-automatic phase, assessing the relevance of extracted sentences to determine the PLK.

Team A’s project manager (PM-A) choose five different periods of interest to identify the PLK. These five periods totaled 49 days. Team B’s project manager (PM-B) selected seven different periods of time, totaling 57 days, to conduct his analysis and identify the related PLK. The last line of Table I identify the percentage of analyzed days determined by PMs. To answer to Team A’s IM log, the PM-A analyzed 47.11% of the days on which communication occurred. The PM-B analyzed 20% of the days on which Team B exchanged messages. An evaluation screen displayed the 20-top most relevant sentences to the managers who then commented on whether each of the sentences were associated with PLK or not. Managers were then asked to describe the PLK identified from their perspective.

D. Manual Data Analysis

We first categorized the different types of software issues registered in IM log files. To do so, two of the authors coded a random sample of IM’s sentences separately; after that, they discussed the differences in their coding. We measured the inter-rater agreement using Cohens Kappa Coefficient [22], which were 0.61 and 0.64, for Team A and Team B, respectively. These values indicate substantial agreement according to the interpretation proposed by Landis and Koch [23].

Table II summarizes the categories of identified relevant software issues in IM logs. We also asked the PMs to categorize the topics of their identified PLK using the same categories.
TABLE II
CATEGORIES OF TOPICS Discussed IN IM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>The features, services, and constraints of a software product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Software design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Configuration, implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment</td>
<td>Software installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>Software delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Testing and testability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>Users’ feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Assistance on the installation process, and troubleshooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Business</td>
<td>Company’s management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Product’s management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Product’s marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Vision</td>
<td>Future plans and similar applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification</td>
<td>Generic questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Project documentation in and out-code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Follow up interview

We contacted the managers, to understand if they made any changes to their communication process to reduce PLK. We asked the following questions: (1) Did you get surprised to see that you were losing knowledge? (2) What did you do afterwards once you learned that software knowledge was being lost? and, (3) Would you be willing to use a tool that automatically captures the lost knowledge in other projects?

IV. RESULTS

In the following section, the collected and observed results for the research questions stated above are presented.

A. Can we extract relevant discussion from developers IM log using automated techniques? (RQ1)

We applied text summarization algorithm on IM log files collected from the projects. Based on the relevance of the sentences a ranking was calculated of 1,726 different sentences (845 sentences from Team A, 881 sentences from Team B). A total of 240 relevant sentences were identified and extracted, as shown in Table I. Once project managers from each project classified the relevance of the 20-top sentences in their respective project. Team A’s project manager highlighted that all the 3-top sentences are related to relevant issues. Considering the 10-top sentences, 74% of them were considered relevant. Team B’s project manager highlighted that 85% of the 3-top sentences and 75% of the 10-top were relevant, as shown in Table I. Table I also shows that the proposed approach achieved the best MRR value, this means that all the first ranked sentences were considered relevant to the project according to the managers’ perspective.

Observation 1: We can extract relevant discussion from developers IM log using automated techniques with high precision.

B. Can we identify PLK from the relevant discussions by interviewing project managers? (RQ2)

To answer RQ2, we asked project managers to describe the PLK they identified after they read the 20-top sentences. Also, PMs manually classified their quotations to reveal the PLK related topics.

To illustrate the process of PLK determination, let’s consider the following sentences that the project manager of TEAM A (PM-A) classified as relevant (for brevity, we did not include the complete sentences transcription):

- “...we have already seen that it is not enough to let users have the option to adjust what we need (time, luminosity, etc.) ... we have to do it automatically...”
- “...we discussed, and we noticed that the 3-sec side effect is speedy and could it not synchronize...”
- “...I had an interesting idea. If we combine a bracelet with a mobile app? The cell phones would be available for photos and other functions...”

After identifying the relevant sentences, we asked PM-A if the sentences reminded him of some PLK. PM-A described the PLK according to his point of view:

1) “Less user intervention required. This could simplify user interaction with the app...”
2) “Decision to change app' effects speed and the reason for blocking the app...”
3) “It emphasized the need to merge visual and sounds effects. The team did not implement this issue yet.”
4) “Although during this period I did not identify lost knowledge, I remembered negotiations for the using the app in a concert.”
5) “Lighting test to check colors displayed on the cellphone screen. We also needed to check the feasibility to distinguish each color.”

One can notice that the PM-A identified some important projects decisions in his quotations. These decisions can be used in order to support the software requirements, code design, updates, User Interface (UI) design and evolution.

Following, we describe some relevant sentences identified by PM-B:

- “...features of the devices that can be used for android apk testing: (1) smart-phone; (2) Android versions from 5.0 release; (3) screen resolutions...”
- “...I will check if we already visualize the medicament description. If yes, I will start the delivery process today...”
- “...But, can you create the testing cases? He needs testing the application. I thought to create rules for two users, for validation purposes. What do you think? This functionality is essential for project conclusion and the application deployment...”

Similar to PM-A, PM-B also described the PLK identified:

1) “Changes in design to improve the web service. Usability changes to improve the user experience...”
2) “Functional rules for particular clients were not specified. The team did not know how the app should treat these client’s purchases. Developers had not implemented these rules.”
3) “It was important to remember that the Ministry of Health defined the drugs description... The acceptance testing, identified the software nonconformity.”
4) “Identified how user configuration profile were used. I did not remember that there was a case test for the functionality that deals with clients registration.”
5) “Definition of two new requirements for the next software release. It also defined rules to deal with particular users purchase.”

The quotations of PM-B identified relevant PLK regarding software updates, testing, maintenance and code design. The identified PLK also allowed to understand some software requirements elicitation, identified when the PM-B says: “...
Knowledge transfer can help to disseminate the knowledge throughout the team and reduce the chance of introducing inconsistencies and bugs in the code. The knowledge identification can enable members, specifically new ones, to acquire the necessary project-related knowledge quickly and help them in on-boarding. Knowledge transformation permits refreshing the software knowledge and deepening team’s understanding of the project. This can help conceptualization of new ideas and develop new ways to help company businesses [24].

The loss of knowledge leads to a variety of problems, such as loss of design rationale, decrease system understanding, degraded knowledge sharing, and makes difficult the software evaluation, and the estimation of changes impact [9], [13]. We also noticed that though the most frequent PLK was related to requirements (Table III), each project has a different distribution of the PLK topics. This highlights the fact that the project lose knowledge on different stages of the software development life cycle and PLK is not necessarily tied to any specific step.

While interviewing the PMs, we noticed they had a good experience while identifying the PLK. They highlighted that PLK is very important to promote software quality, acquire knowledge, and to produce new product releases. The PMs affirmed that they would like to adopt tools that automatically informs them about lost knowledge to support their companies’ software development process.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

We have taken care to ensure that our results are unbiased, and have tried to eliminate the effects of random noise, but it’s possible that our mitigation strategies may not have been entirely effective.

Given that we examined only two projects, we cannot guarantee whether our findings generalize to all projects. Our categorization of discussions required manual labeling since this information is not readily available. Our labeling process included inter-rater reliability to reduce the threat of individual bias. As we had multiple researchers and we also had a high inter-rater agreement, we assume this should minimize the aforementioned threat.

In addition, this study only traced one strand of knowledge exchange, via IM, and did not look further to see if any of this knowledge could be captured in other media, like e-mail, Slack, commented code, backlog document or daily stand-ups.

We presented sentences to PMs using a ranking algorithm which uses $TF \times IDF$ value. Since $TF \times IDF$ is sensitive
to misspelling, the ranking is not perfect. Since our study was an investigation to understand if projects lose knowledge and if we can identify the lost knowledge using a semi-automated approach, our major findings are not impacted by the imperfect ranking. However, we intend to investigate the TextRank algorithm’s efficiency [25] as future work.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigated whether projects lose knowledge and how to retrieve it from IM logs. Our analysis indicates that projects lose knowledge as decisions, reasons, and rationales are discussed in IM tools. These decisions simply fall through the cracks. We also found that data-mining techniques can effectively extract relevant information from discussions which can be used by team members to identify PLK. The proposed approach can support knowledge identification and transfer on startups and other software companies that rely on IM tools or other informal communication channels. On average, PMs took 22 minutes to evaluate the sentences for each period and identify the PLK. Other team members can also use this approach during the entire software life cycle time to support development tasks.

The importance of this work is two fold. First, our results show that we can use a semi-automatic approach for identifying the PLK and achieve a precision of 75%. While this is an important step forward, it serves as a call to action for future research to investigate other techniques that can further improve the accuracy. Second, it provides empirical evidence that projects lose knowledge and the process of PLK determination creates opportunity for knowledge transfer, acquisition, update and conception of new ideas. The PLK can be used to support the software products evolution and also to support the strategic decision-making process. We only investigated IM log for this study, however our results indicate the need for extensive research to understand how knowledge is lost in other non-official and official channels such as IRC, mailing list, Slack, etc. Also, we interviewed only the PMs to identify the PLK, incorporating feedback from the whole team could lead to more effective PLK identification and is another interesting future research direction.
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